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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The public schools of a state are a subsidiary of
the people of that state.

Any action taken by a school

should be guided by the knowledge that the school is
answerable to the people of the state

(11:355).

Trained

for their positions, the teachers and administrators must
be capable of presenting the reasons for school actions
in terms that can be accepted by the lay public.
Clearly, an informed and educated populace is much
more capable of understanding reasonable changes than is
an uninformed group.

Lack of information and/or lack of

good communication must, necessarily, lead to either an
uninformed or a misinformed community

(8:53).

Just as

common aims and common agreement can bring achievement, so
diverse and segregated knowledge can arouse controversy
and discontent.

To unify the public and the schools,

lines of communication should be open at all times.

These

lines of communication should be used.

I. BACKGROUND
The problem centers on the community of Puyallup,
Washington, School District 3-R, and the Puyallup Junior
High School.

During the 1961-1962 school year, two classes
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in the Puyallup Junior Hi~h used a new mathematics text on
an experimental basis.

The new text, "Modern Mathem.qtics,

I", Prentice-Hall, 1960, was used in one seventh grade
class and the eighth grade edition, "Modern Mathematics,II",
was used in one eighth grade class.

The standard text in

use at that time was a very traditional book and was not in
keeping with the recommendations of the State Department
of Public Instruction (17:13).
In the opinion of the mathematics staff, the
Prentice-Hall text was more in keeping with the newer
concepts of the mathematics curriculum of the secondary
schools.

In the spring of 1962, a recommendation was

made, and accepted, for a district adoption of PrenticeHall for the seventh and eighth grades.
With the opening of the 1962-1963 school year,
the new texts were initiated into the two grade levels.
Within two weeks, more than twenty inquiries were received
by the writer from parents who were concerned by the
adopted mathematics program.

The majority of the questions

dealt with the inability of the parents to understand the
material in the texts.

The ultimate aims of the school

program in mathematics were highly questioned.

Similar

calls and personal visits were reported by other teachers
in the department.

The principal also expressed concern

over the unusual number of calls and comments.
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II.

STATEMENT 08' THE PROBLEM

The problem was to establish a method, or methods,
of informing the people of the community about the aims
and purposes of the modified mRthem:1tics program which was
being used in the Puyallup Junior High School.

III.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Traditional 12£23.E~!!! ·

The emphasis in the m.1tbe-

matics programs existing in the traditional mathematics
curriculum was on computational skills.

To this end,

drill, lecture and repetition lent themselves as the most
used teaching methods (16:12).

A standard assignment in

the seventh or eighth grade could consist of following
the teacher through several examples of a specific type
of problem and then to work thirty or more problems in
exactly the manner demonstrated.

The degree of difficulty

of the problems ~~uid vary only slightly.
Modern mathematics program.

The emphasis in the

"new" program has shifted from computational skills
towards an understanding of mathematical concepts

(15:13).

While computation is still of importance, it is no longer
the prime goal.

Theory of mathematics and the inter-

relationships of computation and concept are now the basis
of most secondary schools mathematics programs.

The

change of emphasis brings about a change of method.
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IV. GOALS OF THE MA.THEMATICS PR.OGRAM
The goals of the mathematics program for the seventh
and eighth grades could be presented under three major
headings.

While other points could be mentioned, these

three usually include the spirit and ideals of most modern
mathematics programs (16:10).
Com2utation.

The student must become capable of

working the four basic mathematics operations with whole
numbers, decimal fractions and common fractions.
understanding of numeration should be present.

An
A know-

ledge of measure which pertains to length, area and volume
should be present along with the ability to apply this
knowledge.

The student should be aware of the relation-

ships present among geometric figures, as these relationships

apply to the understanding of measurements.

Ratios

and proportions as well as simple algebraic substitution
'

should be a part of the child's study.

These points cover

the general computational skills for the seventh and the
eighth grades (17:14).
Conce£t£•

The pupil should be aware of the struc-

tured patterns of mathematics.

A teacher, no matter how

informed and diligent, can never teach his total knowledge
to a student.

Ideally, the student adds to his own

abilities through independent thought, building from the
background which the teacher helps supply.
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The traditional approach in mathematics was a stifling influence on independent thought.

To the bright

student, capable of advanced thinking, the conformity of
repetition and drill often led to either distaste and
boredom or disciplinary problems (18:30)(3:14).
By utilizing the methods and materials present in
the modern trends, it has been found that the bright
students can be challenged to a higher degree than most
traditional programs were capable of doing (4:42).

The

patterns of mathematics can be presented and left open so
that any questing mind mia;ht follow those patterns beyond
the scope of the classroom (4:195).
The average student can be given the reasons for
using a particular method.

He then no longer would need

to utilize rote memory but could reason out some approach
to a problem that would prove satisfactory.

Both the

average student and the poor student can be presented
with a variety of ways in which a problem can be attacked.
They can choose whichever method best suits their abilities.
Freedom to think is suddenly possible under this type of
method and many "poor" students make use of this freedom
and begin to achieve (4:194).
!ppreciation.

A major goal of the modern mathe-

matics program is that of fostering an appreciation of
logical thought patterns and a realization of the value of
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deductive and inductive reasoning (16:13).

Concepts in

mathematics develop from very elementary assumptions.

In

following these assumptions and related definitions through
their many implications, the secondary school student can
construct a complete mathematical system.

This process of

discovery and development should encourage initiative as
well as confidence in and appreciation of mathematics.

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL REVIEW
The art of communications and the relationships
which prevail among ~roups of people have been strongly
correlated since before recorded history.

Public rela-

tions have always been dependent on communication, whether
the communication has been sign language signifying friendship or a television advertisment extolling the virtues of
some company's product.
For many years, organizations have felt the need
for planned programs to stimulate public interest and
support.

Until the early 1930's, the schools had not felt

this need (6: 575).

Before the age of John Dewey and the

revolution in school aims, the schools were basically
"subject centered" and had little need for community
interest (7:418).
The depression brought economy-seeking groups.

The

schools found pressures bein~ brou~ht to reduce the amount
of tax money available to their budgets

(6:575).

Reorgan-

ization also tended to bring the community and the schools
into closer relationship with the emphasis on the "child
centered" curriculum, for many facilities which had been
solely community property became of interest to the school
(7:418).

Closer ties brought awareness of the need for
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some directed public relations plans to both the schools
and to the communities.

These closer ties include many

services which the communities of thirty years ago did
not demand and which are taken for ~ranted today.

Some of

these services include special classes for slow learners,
vocational schools, classes for handicapped people and
adult education programs ( 5: 34).

These and other needs are

some of the bases for the close attention and occasional
disputes which some communities offer to their schools.
The schools also have needs which must be met by
the members of their communities.

The schools rely on the

public for their very lives -- tax funds; without these
funds the schools could not exist as they now do.

The

good-will of the public must be maintained lest the needed
financial support be withdrawn (5:41).

Countless other

needs of the school are supplied by the public.

Continu-

ation of community aid often must rely on good public
relations and, therefore, on good lines of communication.
McGill states:
Communication has four fundamental goals which are
clear and distinct in human or business relationships.
They are: to convey information and knowledge; to
deepen understanding; to get acceptance and belief;
and to provoke action (12:19).
The methods which have been developed to obtain the
goals which McGill has described are many and extensive.
In a thesis on a proposed plan for developing communications
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between the school and the community, over tbirty devices
have been listed by Shamberger which the school could
utilize

(15:23-70).

However, although the list is exten-

sive, adult education was not included as a method of
communication.
Adult education has primarily been structured to
meet the needs of the community alone, or, in some cases,
the joint needs of the community and the school

(13:33).

Unfortunately, the writer has been unable to discover any
record of the use of an adult education program solely as
a method of meeting the school's needs.

CHAPTER III
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
The objective in this study was to find some method,
or some combination of methods, by which certain parents
could become, not only aware of the goals of the Junior
High School in the field of mathematics, but also appreciative of them (1:41).
Berlo stated the aims of the Puyallup mathematics
committee very well when he wrote:
Our basic purpose . • • (in communication) . • • is
to reduce the probability that we are solely the target
of external forces, and to increase the :grobability
that we exert force ourselves . • • • We communicate to
influence--to affect with intent (2:11).

I. INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Various media and methods of conveying ideas and
information were considered in an attempt to present a
solution to the problem.

Some media, such as television

and radio, were discounted immediately because of cost,
lack of direction toward the intended audience and the
limited coverage which could be offered.

The mathematics

committee found four methods of communication which they
felt they could control and which seemed to offer a
partial solution to the problem.
Ne~ 2 Q~Q~£2 •

To some of the people of the community,

11
a simple explanation of the aims of the mathematics group
would be sufficient.

An explanation, it was believed,

could be conveyed to the public through the newspapers
which were read locally (14:581).

1~£1g~~~-

Some parents would require a more de-

tailed presentation than the local newspapers could present.
The Parent-Teacher Association of Puyallup held meetings
each month in each of the schools of the district.

The

mathematics teachers believed that these meetings could be
utilized by a member of the staff for a lecture on modern
trends in mathematics.

Such presentations would also give

the parents an opportunity to ask questions concerning the
mathematics program (9:149).
MimeograQhed materials.

Many of the parents were

interested only in the progress, or lack of progress,
enjoyed by their children.

The mathematics committee felt

that the department could find some common materials that
might be sent home by way of the students.

Some samples

of current class work would make it possible for the
parents to see how the book materials were being used.
Along with this, some indication of how well the student
was doing could be included.

Any further questions which

involved individual progress that could be answered by the
teachers could be met in the open conference period that
each of the secondary Puyallup teachers had available.
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Adult education class.

While these three methods

would satisfy a large portion of the questioning adults of
the community, the faculty believed that there would be
some parents who would require more information.

It was

suggested that the best way to learn about the modern
trends in mathematics would be to actually apply some of
the concepts in a class.

Because the mathematics group

felt it was their responsibility to educate the public, an
adult education program was developed to meet the adult
and school needs.
II. PROGRAM PRESENTATION
Each of the four methods of approach was directed
at a particular portion of the adults of the community,
each group with a different need.

The role of each of the

methods, then, was different.
Newspapers
Two newspapers were available to the mathematics
committee.

The Puyallup Valley Tribune, a weekly paper,

was the first choice.

Since it was the local paper, most

of the adults involved in the school affairs would probably
read anything which was published in it about the schools.
It was found, after checking on circulation figures, that
more of the people subscribed to the Tacoma News Tribune.
Since both papers were read in the community, it was
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decided to use both of them.
Two editorials were written and one was sent to
each of the papers.

The articles covered the goals of

the school mathematics program and also announced the date
of the coming adult class in modern mathematics.
Lectures
Through the excellent co-operation of the parents
involved in the Puyallup Parent-Teacher Association and
the administration of the various schools, eight lectures
were presented to the different school groups.

At first,

only two presentations had been planned, one for the East
Junior High School and one for the newly built \I/est Junior
Hi~h School.

Requests came in, however, from many of the

elementary schools to present similar programs to their
respective parent-teacher groups.

The lectures were used

to present much of the same material that had been covered
by the newspapers, that is, the goals and philosophy of
the modern mathematics program.
The question and answer period which followed each
lecture was informative both to the parents and to the
teachers.

The questions which were asked helped to give

the mathematics committee an insi~ht into which areas were
most confusing to the parents.

Those questions were a

guide when the adult education program was being developed.
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Mimeogra£hed Materials
For those parents interested mainly in the nrogress
of their children, several types of information were chosen
to be sent home by the pupils.
Notices were made up informing the parents tnat each
of the scheduled tests that the children would take in
their respective mathematics classes would be sent home to
the parents.

The parents could then see what material was

being covered in the classes and could also observe what
success the child was having.

Each parent was notified

that the teacher would appreciate any comment that the
parent cared to make--that any such comments could be noted
on the tests and could be returned to the teacher by way of
the student.

In this way, the teacher would also be sure

that the parents had received the tests.
To facilitate any personal conferences that might be
held concerning the progress of a student, complete work
records of each student were designed and maintained.

In

these records went not only the grades for each child but
the actual papers and returned tests for which each pupil
had been responsible.
At the beginning of each new topic, the children
were given an outline covering the proposed material.
After this outline was taken home for the parents to see,
it was placed in the cumulative work record with the
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regular papers and tests.
The children also took home the announcements
which told of the coming adult classes.

Among the sched-

uled classes was the new adult mathematics class.

Each

student was asked to specifically mention that this class
was included in the adult night-class schedule so that
each parent would be aware that it was being offered.
Adult Mathematics Class
The Puyallup Adult Training Program sponsors three
quarters of night classes.

These classes are normally

scheduled for a ten week period on selected week nights_.
The mathematics group was able to obtain Monday nights,
from ~even o'clock until ten o'clock, starting the second
quarter.
After registration had been completed, it was
found that two groups of people had enrolled.

As had

been expected, many of the people were parents who had
expressed concern over the mathematics program.

Another

group, however, had enrolled that had not been expected.
This second group was made up of elementary teachers.
These teachers stated that they had enrolled for the class
because they felt a need for a more extensive background
in the newly adopted modern mathematics program.

They

wished to learn, if possible, how the trends in modern
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mathematics on the secondary level could have application
in the elementary schools.
Because of the different motives of the two groups,
the mathematics committee felt that, while a portion of
the planned program would be applicable to both groups and
could be presented to the two groups together, there were
other portions of the program that would require different
emphasis and would be best presented separately.

The

West Junior High School, a building which had been completed after the start of the school year, had team teaching rooms available.

These rooms were scheduled for the

classes.
Ten meetings were scheduled for the classes but
it was decided to use two of those meetings for review.
The fifth meeting would review the mathematical ideas
which were to be presented in the first four meetings;
the tenth meeting would be used for a similar review over
the four meetings held prior to it.

Throughout the

sequence of meetings, the utmost effort was made to build
directly on the prior classroom presentations without
assuming a large mathematical background.

The mathematics

committee believed that the majority of the class members
would have had little background in modern mathematics.
By making this assumption, the mathematics group thought
that the first class presentation could begin with fairly
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basic material and the subsequent classes could be developed
after the class members had had an opportunity to reveal
their relative levels of ability.
While some problems were offered to the class
members in each meeting to give them practice in computational skills, the first five meetings were basically
designed to give a broad picture of the tools of mathematics
which were used at the junior high level.

The first classes

dealt, then, with number bases, polynomial forms, prime
numbers and definitions of the four basic operations.
First meeting.

Number bases were introduced as the

topic for the first meeting.

This concept and the use of

it with various bases stressed the importance of place
value and positional notation.

The class covered the base

ten system and then compared that system with systems of
base two, five, seven and twelve.

Number systems which

did not have or use the same type of positional notation
were discussed briefly to present a more complete comparison with base ten.

Finally, the class worked on some

exercise problems involving addition, subtraction •=md
conversion from one number base system to another number
base system (Appendix A).
Second meeting.

The concept of base systems was

extended in the second meeting to the use of a polynomial
form of notation.

This, again, placed stress on the idea
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of place value.

The polynomial notation was also used in

each of the other base systems which the class members had
discussed in the first meeting.

It was hoped that the use

of other base systems for this notation would help the
class members find patterns which might be apparent in the
various systems.
When the class members had gained some skill in the
work, the definition of exponents was presented.

Polynomial

forms were also expressed with exponents for the accompanying bases.

456

=

An example of this in base ten would be:

4(100)

+

5(10)

6(1) = 4(10 2 ) = 5(101 )

+

+

6(10°).

The same pattern would be found in a base seven number:

234(7)

=

2(49)

+

3(7)

+

4(1)

=

2(7 2 )

+

3(71 )

+

4(7°).

Addition and subtraction were reviewed using these forms of
notation (Appendix B).
Third meeting.

The third meeting was started with

a discussion of the actual symbols that are used in mathematics.
defined.

The meanings of nnumber" and "numeral" were
Then the counting numbers were discussed along

with the idea of "closure".

When the patterns of the

counting numbers had been presented, the concept of closure
was used to lead the clR-ss into the definition of "integer"
and make them aware of the negative numbers.

A paper

"slide rule", two number lines marked identically with one
placed directly below the other, was used to demonstrate
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the processes of addition and subtraction of signed numbers.
At this time, definitions were given for the commutitive
principle, the associative principle, the distributive
principle and the term

II

factor".

The meaning of "inverse"

was shown with the use of the operation addition and some
groups of mixed positive and negative numbers.

The same

process was repeated using the operation of subtraction.
The last portion of the class time was used to practice
these processes with some exercise problems (Appendix C).
Fourth meeting.

The discussion of "factors" took

up the first portion of the fourth meeting.

Discussion

was carefully led into the topic of "primes" and composite
numbers formed by a product of primes.

The mathematics

committee had found the concept of prime numbers to be one
of the most useful tools in the teaching of the junior
level of mathematics.

The rest of the class time was

devoted to the task of making a table of all of the whole
numbers from two to one hundred in which each number was
written either as a prime number or a product of primes.
Fifth meeting.

The fifth meeting was utilized for

a general review of the material which had been presented
during the first four meetin~s.
Sixth meeting.

Building directly on the material

from the previous meetini;,;s, the instructors used the sixth
session to define fractions and to establish with the class
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members some mathematical justification for the operations
of addition and subtraction.
As the class discussed the concept of what a fraction represents, they arrived at some definitions for the
terms "proper fractions",

"improper fractions", "equiva-

lent classes of fractions" and expressed some mathematical
understanding when the term "mixed number" was shown to be
an implied sum.
Multiplication was the first operation to be presented with the work in fractions.

Addition and subtrac-

tion were defined by using the commutitive, associative
and distributive principles with a multiplication problem.
Review of the work on primes was used as a process
of writing sets of fractions in their simplest equivalent
forms, commonly called "reducing" fractions.

The rest of

the class time was spent practicing the processes of
finding common denominators by using composite and prime
numbers (Appendix D).
Seventh meeting.

During the seventh session, the

class continued its work in fractions.

The major portion

of the scheduled time was spent on the process of division
of fractions.

Division was introduced by defining the

"fraction line" as "implied division".

Using the concepts

of denominator reciprocals and multiplication by equivalent sets of one, the conversion of division to an
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operation of multiplication was undertaken.

Comparisons

of the patterns which had been set were made with the older
forms achieved by the rule of "invert and multiplyu.

When

generalizations were made by the class, the class members
discovered the third form by which division of fractions
could be done, the common denominator method (Appendix E).
Eighth meeting.

The eighth class session was

started with a review of the number bases which had been
studied in the first meeting.

The base ten number system

was studied and the patterns which were developed with the
system were carried on from the whole numbers into the
decimal numbers.

Comparisons were made with the decimal

notation and common fraction forms.

Analogies were made

to the work in addition and subtraction of common fractions
to supplement the work of the same operations in decimal
fractions.
The old rules of decimal placement with multiplication and division were analyzed in terms of common
fractions.

Particular emphasis was placed on the reasons

for "moving" the decimals in long division problems.
Practice in reading decimals and writing decimal numbers
was used to facilitate the understanding of the meaning
of decimal notation.

Some work was done in decimal

notation invo~ving other number bases to supplement the
standard work in base ten.
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Ninth meeting.

An assortment of topics were dis-

cussed during the ninth meeting.

Non-repeating and

repeating decimals were covered in the discussion.

The

class was guided to the methods that can be used to convert
standard decimals to common fractions and from there to the
conversion of repeating decimals to common fractions.
Some time was spent reviewing the terms involved in the
work in fractions.

The review evolved gradually into some

of the ideas involved in ratios and proportions.
The instructor presented the topics of ratios and
proportions with two motives in mind.

The practical use

of these forms in general application was of interest and
importance to the class members and, therefore, to the
instructor.

Secondly, the use of these forms was highly

desired by the mathematics group as a method of presenting
some simple practical algebra.

It was felt that, although

the tenth session would be spent in a review of the course,
some of the members might wish to study further in mathematics; a course in algebra was felt to be the next
logical sequence.
Tenth meeting.

Most of the last meeting was used

to review the material which had been presented in the
four previous meetings, with a small portion of time
spent on the first four meetings and another nortion of
time devoted to manipulation of algebraic symbols.

The
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session ended with each of the class members writing a
short paragraph, indicating what they felt they had ~ained
from the meetings.

They were asked to include any comments

which they felt were pertinent to the way the material had
been presented and any suggestions for improving the class
if it were offered again.

Finally, they were asked if

they had any interest in a sequential course which would
be designed to proceed into a first course of al~ebra.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION
I.

SUMMARY

Because of a lack of community understanding or,
possibly, misunderstanding, the mathematics committee
of the Puyallup Junior High Schools felt a lack of communication with the adults of the community.

It was

believed that it was the responsibility of the schools
to both inform and educate the members of the community
that expressed a need for information and/or education.
The teachers could have referred questions pertaining to
the curriculum to the ad..rninistration ( 10 :L~03).

The mathe-

matics committee, however, assumed the responsibility and
attempted to meet the problem by utilizing several media
of communication and by establishing various levels of
educational programs.
Newspapers and Parent-Teacher Association meetings
were used to convey information, material was sent to
the homes by way of the students to both inform and
educate, and finally, a formal classroom situation was
developed for educational purposes.

Each of these pro-

grams was designed to meet the needs of the parents and
teachers alike.
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II.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In the opinion of the mathematics committee,
the public response of each of the four methods employed
to alleviate the problem was good.

It was their feeling

that any rapport which had been gained should be maintained
by a continuation of some aspects of the program.
It was decided that the mathAmatics group would
select a member to make a presentation at at least one
Parent-Teacher Association meeting each year.

The pre-

sentation would be modified as events and needs changed.
The teachers felt that the information which had
been sent to the parents by way of the pupils had met with
a good reception.

The communications which were carried

on by way of entries on test papers indicated that the
parents were at least participating in some aspect of the
program.

The majority of the teachers felt that the

gain involved in this aspect of the program was too
great to be allowed to be jeopardized by failure to maintain this line of communication, even though the processing of the information required extensive personal time.
The night school response opened several avenues
for consideration.

The twelve elementary teachers who

took part in the classes indicated in conversation that
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they felt a need for a more extensive in-service program.
The director of the A.dult Education Program in
Puyallup arranged with the school board for two credits
to be given to any of the district teachers who attended
the classes.

These district credits were offered as an

inducement to other teachers who might participate in
any future programs of the same nature.
Enough of the parents that attended the classes
expressed a desire for another class which would carry
on where the previous class had left off that such a
sequence was developed for the next school year.

The

program was scheduled to consist of three ten week sessions.
More research and more extensive studies are needed
in the use of aduJ.t education as means of communicating
school needs to the public.

In this li~ht, the mathe-

matics committee recommended consideration of adult
classes in other fields besides mathematics; classes
oro;anized for the purpose of communicating school needs
to the community.
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APPENDIX A
I.

II.

III.

Convert the following base ten numbers to equivalent
numbers in base seven.
a. 10
d.
35
e. 49
b.
7
f.
65
C•
14
If "a" represents l0(lO) in base twelve and if "b"
represents ll(lO) in base twelve, convert the base
twelve numbers listed below to base ten numbers.
d. 12
a. la
b. a3
e. b2
f. 10b
c. ab
The following numbers are written in base ten. Write
the equivalent numbers in base five, seven and twelve.
a. 18 =
(5) =
(7) = ______ (12)
b. 45 =
( 7) = _____ (12)
(5) =
c.
(5) =
(7) = ------- (12)
9 =
d. 12 =
(5) = _____ (7) =
(12)
e. 100 = ______ (5) = _______ (7) =
------- (12)
(5) =
f. 144 =
(12)
(7) =

-------------------

-------

-------

------

IV.

Add the following sets of numbers without converting
to base ten. After you have obtained an answer in
the indicated base, you may check by a conversion.
a.

13(l 2 )

b•

4-9(12)

10(2)

!~122

_:tgl

b.

d.

11( 2 )
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I.

Write the followin~ numbers as polynomials in their
respective bases.
d.

a.
b.

e.
f.

c.
II.

80a6(l 2 )
10342(5)
11001(2)

Rewrite the six problems as polynomials in exponential
form.

III.

Retaininp; the polynomial forms, add the following sets
of problems and then convert your answers to the best
polynomial form.
a.
b
b.

2
1
6(10 3 ) + 4(10 ) + 0(10 ) + 8(10°)
2
1
3(10 3 ) + 9(10 ) + 9(10 ) + 3(100)
2
1
9(12 3 ) + a(l2 ) + b(l2 ) + 5(120)
3(12 3 ) + 8(12 2 ) + 4(12 1 ) + b(l20)

c.

2
1
5(7 3 ) + 4(7 ) + 1(7 ) + 6(7°)
2
1
3
3C7 ) + 3( 7 ) + 11-(7 ) + 2(7°)

d.

2
1
4(5 3 ) + 2(5 ) + 1(5 ) + 3(_5°)
2
1
3(5 3 ) + 4( 5 ) + 4(5 ) + 1

.c.2~l

e.

IV.

4
2
1
1(2 ) + 1(2 3 ) + 0(2 ) + 1(2 ) + oc2°)
4
1
2
1(2 ) + 0(2 3 ) + 1(2 ) + 1 ( 2 ) + 1c2°)

Work the problems in part III usin~ the operation of
subtraction instead of addition.
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I .•

II.

III.

Under the operation of 1:1ddition, what would be the
inverse of each of the following numbers?
f. +1/5
a.
6
b.
g. -2/3
-4
c. +13
h. -1/2
d.
i. +10
87
e. -14
j.
0
Try to determine what the inverse of the folloi.,ving
numbers would be under the operation of multiplication
if the identity element under multiplication is "one".
a. 6
d. 1/2
p;. 5/6
b. 8
e. 1/3
h. 7/4
c. 1
f. 2/3
i. 0
Use the two number lines, 1~rhich we h:=i.ve placed together
to form a "paper slide-rule", to find the solutions to
the following sets of problems.
a. ( 4) + (-3) + ( 6) + (-2)
b.

(-6) + (-2) - (-5) + (7)

C •

3) - (-3) + (-9) - ( +2)
( 1) + (-6) - (-4) - ( +5)

d.

IV.

(

Write the factors of the followinp; numbers.
a.
8
g.
92
b.
6
h.
73
c. 12
i.
84
d. 18
j.
63
e. 23
k. 100
f. 64
1. 124
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I.

We have found th4t a fraction such as (3/4) can be
written as (1/4)(3/1) and that this can be written
again as (1/4)(3) and then again as (1/4)(2 + 1).
Using the distributive principle, this could take
the form of (2/4 + 1/4). Reverse this process to
justify the addition of fractions in the following
problems.
a.
b.

II.

3
1f

e.

5 + ..3_

f.

7
-er

+

12

12
2 + 2

C •

3-

d.

5
1r

3-

+

5

12

1

3 +

1f

4-

_J_ +

2
-3-

8

g.

h.

..3_

+ 10
-310
4 + ..3_ + 7
-5"" 10 15

Use the same process, substitutin~ subtraction for
addition, to justify the process of subtraction of
fractions in the following problems.

a.
b.
c.

d.

III.

e.

-

..3_

f.

..3_

g.

t6 - 4-

h.

5

12
4
-5-

12

5

1

7
1f

-

3

-

..3_

-

-77

4

II

1

2

1

·r

-,1

1

12

Using the prime chqrt which you made durini:z the fourth
meeting, find the lowest common multiple for each of
these sets of numbers.
d.
a.
( 6, 15, 12, 30)
(4, 5, 6)
b.

( 27, 18, 36)

e.

(3,

c.

(3, 8, 14)

f.

(21, 22, 23)

4, 6,

7)
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II.

Write the reciprocals o.f these numbers.
e. -7/8
a.
16
f.
b.
5/16
1/3
4
g.
c.
3/2
h.
1
d.
-1/2
Use the "composite .fraction" form to complete the
following division problems. Write your final answer
in the simplest equilavent form.

a.
b.

c.
d.

III.

IV.

-,-

+ 1

e.

1
2
1-2- +

3 + 5

f.

1
1-2- + JJ_
3

+ 2

p;.

2

h.

1

;T

-3-

4

6-

1

1r
7

1r

-3-

+

-?

{4
1_-

+

4{-

+

..3_
1

Re-work the problems in part II 1Jsinr; the "common
denominator" method; compare the patterns of the
two methods.
Describe in
the "rule",
division of
fraction by

a short para~raph how you would justify
which has often been used to teach the
fractions, that states:
to divide a
Another, invert the divsor and multiply.

